95JC Concert
December 3, 2012

Kamau Kenyatta - director
Tonga Ross Ma'u - assistant

Tiffany Guerrero Avalon Roberts - voice
Erick Morales - violin
Patrick Chung, Marcus Garrette - alto saxophone
Evan Adams - tenor saxophone
Chris Chan - piano
Daniel Mandrychenko, Romeo Palacios, Boaz Roberts, Mike Till - guitar
Kris Duvall, Tim McNalley - bass
David Castañeda - percussion
Benjie Genchel, Michael Hayes, Ben Stillerman - drums

Isis - Kenn Cox
Skylark - Hoagy Carmichael
Hommage - Boaz Roberts
Blossom - Avalon Roberts
Crazy He Calls Me - Carl Sigmund & Bob Russell
Yara Bum - Mendes Brothers
Eighty-one - Ron Carter
Hotel 49 - Benny Golson
Señor Blues - Horace Silver
The Hunch - Tonga Ross Ma'u
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